
3.3  (Matt Otten)  With a sense of humor and a desire for distinction, here is a response 
written by someone who enjoys flouting convention.  Refusing to divide his three-minute 
interval based on the fact that we have sets of five fingers and toes, this researcher 
decided to observe for 47 seconds and write for 133.  “Measurement” might be his 
middle name, too.  In spite of the fact that he chose to organize his findings thematically -
- providing a more narrative treatment of his data – he manages to weave in much 
information about the frequencies and durations he observed while in the field. 



Matthew Otten 
9-17-12 
Date Observed: 9-10-12 
Duration: 1hr 
Location: Lincoln Park Zoo RCAA Bachelor Group 
 
I: This observation includes general observations, but on a very regular observation schedule. We were 
to pick a specific observation length, followed by a specific note-writing length, and we were to stick to 
the schedule, regardless of any other influences. We were then supposed to analyze and write up our 
field notes using a temporal framework. 
 
II: I chose to observe the bachelor group this week. I have only observed the troop thus far, so I thought 
I would change to different subjects. I chose the first gorilla I saw in the bachelor group (Asizi). I chose 
47s observation time and 133s writing time. I chose this because it was off of the normal choices of 10s 
or 15s intervals. After reading about our arbitrary temporal structures, I thought I would try going 
against the normal discretization of time. 
 
III: September 11, 11:41 AM until 12:41 AM. Lincoln Park Zoo (Bachelor Group) 
 

Hollow Tube as a Toy 
One of the most interesting things I observed this week was Asizi playing with a hollow tube. The first 
interaction I saw with the tube was him examining this silver, 6”? tube. He seemed to pull a pellet 
(gorilla biscuit?) out of it, and proceed to consume it. This was at 11:59AM. By 12:02PM, he had 
already discarded the tube and headed on to other things. At around 12:17PM, he had returned to the 
tube. Then, for about 12 minutes, Asizi 'played' with this tube. This playing involved pushing wood 
chips through the tube, and watching them fall out of the otherside, as well as taking a chip that was 
longer than the tube and poking his hand through the tube. This reminded me of what many of cousins / 
nephew did with some of their toys as children; a very exploratory, learning experience. I think it was 
very interesting that Asizi played with it initially, discarded it, and then came back 15 minutes later to 
play with it some more. For about ¼ of the total observation time, he was interacting with this one 
specific object. I am not sure if this is a completely new object, or a regular toy. I do know that he, and 
the other bachelors, have been rotated about, from the lower habitat to the upper habitat, and that this is 
also a new environment for them. This means that this could be his first interaction with an object of 
these specific properties. 
 

Temporal Structures 
Asizi did a lot of resting during this observation time. For almost half of the observation period (at least 
27 minutes), Asizi was either resting or napping. From the exhibits that surround the habitat, it is clear 
that we have imposed a schedule onto the gorillas (in class, it was mentioned that there is a daily check-
up at a specific time). This leads me to believe that what we are watching has been designated as either 
'free time', which allows the gorillas to do as the please, and they chose to rest, or something akin to 
'midmorning rest,' in which the gorillas take a rest at this time. These temporal structures have been laid 
upon the gorillas, as they are in a human environment. 
 
IV: Asizi did 3 main things this week: rested, played with the hollow tube, or ate grass outside, with the 
amount of time for each activity was 30 minutes, 15 minutes, 15 minutes, roughly. Asizi revisited the 
tube after initially discarding it, which was the thing that interested me most. Was he thinking about it 
the whole time he ventured outside and ate grass? Or, did he initially grow tired of it and happen to see 
it on the way back in? At one point he had two tubes, and discarded one. Why did he choose on over 



the other? 
 
V: The biggest challenge I had this week was using a different style. I tried for a more narrative, 
sentence based note taking style (since I set aside over two minutes to write notes). Initially, in my field 
notes, there was no narrative, even though I wanted it to be. As the hour progressed, I started to write 
47s novellas, which gave more of a feeling of the situation, as opposed to my previous reporter style. 
 
VI: See attached. 









 




